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ABSTRACT 

Low Frequency Double Electron Muon 

Resonance in Fused Quartz 

by 

Mial E. Warren 

Double Electron Muon Resonance (DEMUR) is a double 

resonance technique for the study of muonium defect centers 

in insulators and semiconductors. A DEMUR experiment was 

performed at a low rf frequency to investigate the response 

of the muonium coupled spin system to perpendicular static 

and oscillating fields of comparable magnitude. The 

experiment was performed in fused quartz with a linearly 

polarized rf field resonant with the .dm =1 transition of 

the muonium triplet in a five gauss static field. For small 

rf field amplitudes, the results were as predicted by a 

theory consistent with the rotating wave approximation. For 

rf fields comparable in magnitude to the static field, 

significant deviations from the theory were observed. A 

theory for DEMUR with large alternating fields has not been 

developed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Double Electron Muon Resonance is a recently developed 

double resonance technique for the study of muonium defect 

centers in insulators and semiconductors.[1,2] The work 

described here is an initial application of this technique 

to investigate the response of a representative coupled spin 

system (muonium) to a time varying magnetic field with 

perpendicular static and oscillating components of 

comparable magnitude. 

Many experiments in magnetic resonance consist of a 

paramagnetic system in an applied magnetic field with 

perpendicular static and oscillating components. In most 

such cases, the time-dependent field is a linearly-polarized 

sinusoidally oscillating field with an amplitude much less 

than that of the static field component. In such 

situations, it is convenient and accurate to ignore the 

linearly polarized nature of the oscillating field and treat 

it as a circularly polarized rotating field.[3] This is 

often referred to as the rotating wave approximation (RWA). 

If, however, the static and oscillating fields are of 

comparable amplitude , the response of the paramagnetic 

system to the fields is much more complicated and cannot be 

described well with the RWA. 

The effects observed in this case may be referred to 

generally as coherence effects. The term "coherence" 

implies a correlation or relationship between events or 

states. In this context, coherence effects refer to the 
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effects produced by the coherent response of the 

paramagnetic system to the applied magnetic field. As an 

example of a simple coherence effect in magnetic resonance, 

consider a collection of atoms whose magnetic moments are 

precessing about a static magnetic field axis at the Larmor 

frequency. A net magnetic moment will exist only along the 

field axis. Application of a rotating field at the Larmor 

frequency in a plane perpendicular to the static field axis 

will produce a net magnetic moment rotating in the plane 

perpendicular to the field axis. The macroscopic effect, a 

transverse magnetic moment rotating at the Larmor frequency, 

is a result of the coherent response of atoms to the applied 

field.[4] 

The coherence effects produced by large perpendicular 

static and oscillating magnetic fields have been studied by 

a variety of techniques, including optical double 

resonance[5,6], nuclear magnetic resonance[7,8] and electron 

paramagnetic resonance.[9] The effects observed in these 

experiments include the Bloch-Seigert shift, which consists 

of a shift of the resonant frequency toward lower frequency 

with increasing strength of the oscillating field relative 

to the static field.[10] The observed effects also include 

multi-quantum transitions, which are allowed by conservation 

of energy and momentum in an alternating field.[11,12] 

In comparison with those techniques, DEMUR has several 

advantages for the study of coherence effects. First of 
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all, all frequency components of the muon precession can be 

observed simultaneously, except those that are beyond the 

high frequency resolution of the apparatus (typically about 

1000 MHz) , including frequencies at or near that of the 

applied rf field. Second, it is possible to use a wide 

range of static magnetic field values so that the relative 

magnitudes of the static and oscillating fields can be 

varied over an appreciable range. Third, muonium is a 

relatively simple system (two coupled spins of 1/2) that 

allows more complex interactions than a single spin of 1/2 

and, in appropriate stopping media, is isotropic with 

negligible relaxation. 

Double Electron Muon Resonance is based on the muon 

spin rotation ^uSR) method. The technique of^SR is a 

version of magnetic resonance in which muons are used as 

magnetic probes of matter. The muon is an unstable 

subatomic particle formed from the decay of charged pions. 

Although both positive and negative charged muons can be 

formed, andexperiments can be performed with either, 

only the positive muon is of interest here. The positive 

muon has several characteristics that make it a useful 

research tool[13]: It is a spin 1/2 particle with a mass of 

approximately 1/9 of the proton mass, making it useful as a 

light proton analogue. It has a magnetic dipole moment 

about three times larger than that of the proton, which 

allows it to interact with applied magnetic fields and with 
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local fields and magnetic moments of a material medium. 

Finally, of great importance, it decays in 2.2 microseconds 

via a parity violating process: 

The consequence of parity violation is that the 

positron is emitted preferentially along the muon spin axis. 

The dependence of the probability of emission on the angle & 
from the muon spin axis for a positron of energy E is: 

P — C (E)C/ +A(E) COS &J 0) 

where C and A are dependent on the positron energy. The 

value of A, the asymmetry coefficient, averaged over all 

positron energies, is 1/3. The average positron energy is 

36 Mev, making observation of the positron emission possible 

even when it occurs in a rather massive sample. [13] 

Muon beams for^SR are usually provided by in-flight 

decay of pions. The positive muon is produced by the 

reaction: 

7r+‘ > + 'V2' (2) 

Since the neutrino is spin-polarized, and the pion has 

zero spin, the muons are 100% polarized with spin opposite 

their momenta in the center of mass frame. In the 

laboratory frame, a partially polarized muon beam can be 
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produced by selecting a portion of the pion decay beam by 

momentum selection. Forward and backward spin-polarized 

beams can be provided by selection of the appropriate 

momentum range. Practical polarizations of 80-90% are 

usual. [14] 

In yOSR experiments, a polarized beam of muons is 

stopped in a sample so that some muons remain in the sample. 

The stopping process causes negligible depolar¬ 

ization. [14,15] If the stopping medium is a pure nonmetal 

that is chemically inert, the muon may capture an electron, 

forming a hydrogen-like muonium atom.[16,17] 

The basic //SR experiment is a free-precession technique 

in.which the sample is in an applied static magnetic field, 

which causes the muon to precess. The decay positrons are 

detected by a counter telescope or array of counter 

telescopes that subtend a solid angle about the sample. The 

time intervals between a muon stop and its decay positron's 

detection is recorded for a large number of events and 

combined together to form a histogram. Since the decay 

positrons have their direction of emission weighted toward 

the muon spin axis direction, the histogram shows the time- 

dependence of the probability of the muon spin axis being 

oriented in the solid angle subtended by the counter 

telescope. In most/J/SR spectrometers, this process takes 

place essentially a single muon at a time through the use of 

appropriate gating counters and electronics that reject 
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almost all events that do not consist of both a muon stop 

and a detected positron decay afterwards. A simple 

schematic representation of a transverse (to the muon 

polarization axis) fieldytiSR spectrometer is shown in figure 

1. AyUSR histogram, from an experiment with a fused quartz 

sample in a five gauss magnetic field, is illustrated in 

figure 2. The exponential decay envelope due to the muon 

decay is clearly evident. The rapid oscillations are due to 

the muon spin precession in the magnetic field. 

Clearly, yuSR is very different experimentally from 

other magnetic resonance techniques. This gives the^aSR 

technique some unique advantages (and disadvantages). As 

mentioned earlier, almost all frequency components of the 

muon spin precession can be measured simultaneously. The 

frequency limitations are caused by the muon lifetime at the 

low frequency end and by the time resolution of the counting 

apparatus at the high frequency end. SinceytSR is usually 

performed with a single muon in the sample at one time, no 

interactions with other muons are present. This is 

different from other magnetic resonance methods, such as 

NMR, where a large ensemble of interacting spins are usually 

necessary. This is also a disadvantage because it takes a 

long time to performyuSR experiments. Additionally,y^SR is 

a free precession technique that can be performed in any 

experimentally producable magnetic field. 

The DEMUR technique is applicable to samples in which 



Figure 1. Schematic of a typical^SR spectrometer for 

transverse field. A muon stop is detected by the gating 

counters, Cl and C2. The positron telescope detects a 

portion of the positrons emitted by decaying muons. 
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Figure 2. An example of^SR time-differential data, showing 

exponential decay and muon precession. Taken from muonium 

in fused quartz with a 5 gauss static field. The solid line 

is a computer-generated fit to the data. The channel width 

is approximately one nanosecond. 
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muoniura is formed during the muon stopping process. In the 

presence of an external magnetic field, the Hamiltonian of 

an isolated muonium atom can be written: 

^ = - Pytf, //--Z" + A S-X (3) 

using S and I for the electron and muon spin operators, 

respectively.[18] The isotropic hyperfine coupling constant 

A has a value of 4463.3 MHz for free muonium. [19] In 

relatively low fields (/^/s*<<A) the hyperfine coupling is 

dominant. A Breit-Rabi diagram for muonium is illustrated 

in figure 3. InyuSR only the 4-3 and 3-2 transitions are 

observed. The 3-1 and 4-2 transitions are forbidden 

magnetic dipole interactions and the 4-1 and 2-1 transitions 

are at frequencies too high to observe in most ^SR 

spectrometers. The DEMUR technique makes use of the strong 

hyperfine coupling between the muon and the electron and of 

the much larger magnetic moment of the electron (/£ = 

219).[13] If a time-dependent magnetic field is applied to 

the muonium atom, the electron will couple strongly to the 

field. This will in turn effect the muon through the strong 

hyperfine coupling of the electron and muon. In this way, 

it is possible to perform DEMUR by driving an electron 

paramagnetic resonance transition in muonium with an applied 

oscillating magnetic field and observe the transitions by 

the effects produced in the^SR spectrum. 

The first DEMUR experiments were performed with muonium 
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Figure 3. Breit-Rabi diagram for muonium in vacuum. 
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in crystalline quartz.[1] These experiments were initial 

demonstrations of the DEMUR effect and tests of the DEMUR 

theory. The present experiment is an application of DEMUR, 

at a lower frequency, to the coherent response of muonium in 

fused quartz to large radio frequency magnetic fields. 



THEORY 

The theory of DEMUR that has been developed consists of 

solving the time-dependent Schroedinger equation for a spin 

Hamiltonian that includes the hyperfine interaction and the 

electron and muon Zeeman interaction with a time-dependent 

field. In this treatment we are neglecting the interactions 

with nuclear spins in the sample and the effects of 

relaxation. 

A general spin Hamiltonian for the muonium spin system 

can then be written[2]: 

& =s~ &?s- //■-? * SAX (4) 

•HP* 
where H is the total magnetic field, including both static 

—» 

and time-dependent components, is the electronic g tensor 

and A the hyperfine tensor. The muon magnetic moment is 

1/2 and^^/ is the Bohr magneton. 

The total magnetic field used in this experiment can be 

expressed as a combination of a static field and a linearly 

polarized radio frequency field: 

- «—7 — 

H — Ho + Hf COS c cot + tf). (5) 

In this experiment, the static field was perpendicular to 

the rf field and the rf field was along the muon beam axis. 

The muon is stopped in the sample, and virtually immediate 

electron capture occurs, at t=0 and 0 is the phase of the 

oscillating field at that time. No attempt to control the 
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rf phase was made in this experiment and it therefore is 

assumed to be random. Some other simplifying assumptions 

are that the muons are initially completely polarized along 

the beam direction and that the captured electrons are 

completely unpolarized at t=0. Furthermore, in fused 

quartz, we can use isotropic terms for the Zeeman and 

hyperfine interactions.[21] This finally gives us a 

Hamiltonian with static and time-dependent parts: 

&= K - c-o (6) 

where 

H -- ^ ^ 
r p

(7) 

and 

2/j c+? - H ' s ~ H ) cos 
S (8) 

In principle, with the initial conditions we have 

assumed for the rf phase and the polarization of the muons 

and electrons, we can now solve the time-dependent 

Schroedinger equation for the time-dependent eigenfunctions. 

We can then find the spin-polarization of the muon as a 

function of time, 

p\t) = 2. <c ZMI-H(9) 

which is the experimentally observed quantity in DEMUR and 
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other^SR experiments. 

In reality, an exact solution of the time-dependent 

Schroedinger equation with the Hamiltonian of equations (7 

and 8) is not possible. The difficulties are due to the 

linearly oscillating term in the time-dependent Hamiltonian. 

It is possible to find approximate solutions in analytic 

form. There are a number of methods of solution that can be 

applied to this problem with the appropriate approximations. 

These include transformation to a rotating coordinate 

system[22], application of the density matrix formalism[23J 

and direct solution of the coupled differential equations 

obtained from the time-dependent Schroedinger equation[2]. 

The latter method is used here and some promising methods 

for obtaining higher order approximate solutions are briefly 

discussed afterwards. 

The method of solution presented here involves deriving 

the equations of motion for the time-dependent Schroedinger 

equation with the Hamiltonian already described. The 

resulting coupled differential equations can then be 

simplified by discarding terms that are insignificant for H^ 

<< Hc. This DEMUR theory, therefore, does not provide an 

accurate picture of the results for large oscillating fields 

(relative to the dc field), but does give some basis for 

interpreting the experimental results and comparing them to 

the results for relatively small rf fields. 

From the resulting expressions for the time-dependent 
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coefficients for the components of the wavefunction and the 

initial conditions, the polarization of the muons as a 

function of time (9) can be found.[2] The validity of this 

solution is limited by the simplifications mentioned above, 

which are based on the assumption that Hf<< Ha so that 

certain terms in the coupled differential equations can be 

ignored. This point will be discussed in more detail later. 

There are a number of DEMUR variations that have been 

treated by the method presented here, consisting of 

oscillating frequencies that are near resonance with 

different transitions in the muonium hyperfine spectrum as 

well as DEMUR of anomalous muonium.[2] This discussion will 

be limited to low frequency DEMUR in fused quartz. The 

Hamiltonian for the experimental situation has already been 

described. Since the experiment is performed at low 

frequencies (i.e. low static fields) , the 4-3 and 3-2 

transitions are nearly degenerate. They will be considered 

degenerate in the calculations. 

Initially, we need to consider the time-independent 

solutions for the time-independent Hamiltonian (4). Letting 

H be along the z axis, and using the basis functions 

I/r>r , srjj > which are products of the electron spin 

eigenfunctions / > and the muon spin eigenfunctions 

f tri* >, we can write the eigenfunctions and energy 

eigenvalues for the stationary states of muonium: 



t =ct-{, i>~s /é-é> 

16 

E, = ' */? ~ A/z i/T^P- - t 

% = 

£l. - A/y- ~ i C fy“g ~ H, = ^ <^2 

% = c/ i,V> * s-/'i, iy 

E7 - ■*■ ■^/■z. fr+~x‘ - t, Ur? 

% = u.{> 

E? “ A/* ■* 2 He = 

where 

01) 

and 

X — XVe 

A 

The labeling of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues is 

consistent with the Breit-Rabi diagram on page 10. 
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The time-dependent wave function for the complete time- 

dependent Hamiltonian (6) can then be written as a linear 

combination of the stationary states with time-dependent 

coefficients: 

J¥C+) = ^ Q* Cf) 'n e ' (13) 
( 

Substitution of (13) into the time-dependent Schroedinger 

equation: 

;t> J_ 2c t) - & ¥c+) (14) 

using the time-dependent Hamiltonian yields a series of 

coupled differential equations: 

/ C,/n^ ^ COS' C to ? + d) 

(15) 

CUnm — 

and 

< ft, Kt/o. HrS- ^ &T)/K>. 
(16) 

da* ~ 

ctf- 

where 

We can rewrite equation (15) 
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Jt 2 
c/a» 

e e, /. 
(17) 

This system of equations must be simplified to make an 

analytic solution possible. The terms on the right side of 

equation (14) that will make the most contribution to the 

amplitude of are those involving transitions with 

frequencies near the frequency of the oscillating field. 

The condition for significant contribution by a term can be 

expressed as 

Those terms for which the condition (18) is not met are 

ignored. 

Although the rotating wave approximation for the 

magnetic field has not been applied explicitly, the 

application of the condition in equation (18) to this system 

is consistent with the rationale for ignoring the counter¬ 

rotating component in the RWA.[3] Because of this, the 

DEMUR theory presented here can be referred to as a RWA 

theory, as distinct from an exact treatment of the problem. 

For low frequency DEMUR, we have two transitions, 4-3 

and 3-2, that are nearly degenerate and near the rf 

(18) 

frequency. By making the following substitutions: 
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Jl - J~ JTL = J JI 
Ÿ2I *3 fL 32 

U>c — ~ 
(19) 

and applying conditions (18) to the coupled differential 

equations (17) we obtain: 

_ r? 

c/t 

d a 2 
d t 

zLSL 
fz 

/ (OJ — LSJ0) t 
a3 e <s 

(20) 

/ /UJ /ÿ ^ (d* ^?)t —/0~i 

da^ — -zju -fi- Fe e + aze 
e J 

c/t \TZ L 

ésâ 
c/t 

~ i (c~>- Cu>c)t -// 
-zl SL a * <e <2 
ŸZ 

The first term is constant because the n=l stationary state 

is far removed in energy from the other states. It is 

convenient now to return to the expression for the time- 

dependent polarization of the muon spin (9), and show its 

relationship to the On 's obtainable from equations (20), 
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before continuing further. By substituting the time- 

dependent solution to the Schroedinger equation (13) into 

equation (9) we obtain: 

P Ct) — 2 JE" a * Ct) Qn ct) e 
s??,»-I 

(21) 

This expression can be split into partial polarization 

components near the transition frequencies 

Pt+i = Pa-) -h X. Ct) 
n — / (22) 

where the partial polarization near zero frequency is: 

P,Ct) = 2. JE /a^O)/ Ktfr) ! ! Wn X (23) 

The 4-2 and 3-1 transitions are forbidden, the 4-1 and 2-1 

transitions are too high in frequency to be observed by the 

apparatus. The near-zero frequency partial polarization 

also does not contribute to the observed transition 

frequencies. Consequently, the polarization components of 

interest in the experiment are: 

Pit) = P+3 (t) + Paz CtJ 
(24) 

where the partial polarizations associated with transition 

frequencies £*£,„are 
(25) 

7t„ct) = P~PG (22%,/ Tj 9%} e ° <5an(t)J. 
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Solution of the three coupled differential equations in (20) 

and substitution into the expressions for the polarization 

of the observed transition frequencies will yield the time- 

dependent polarization of the muon spin as measured in the 

experiment. 

To continue with the solution of the Qn*s in equations 

(20), we can write the time-dependent coefficients as a 

Fourier series with time-independent coefficients, 

Qz = • 

/ 

' /ni 
(/) ' <^z * 

cz e e 

o3 Ct) 
= 
Z 
/ 

Cn / <^<3 V 
^3 e 

(26) 

Q¥C+) — Z 0 
/ 

, to 4 /«C 
lii > T c? e e. 

Substitution of the series in (26) into the coupled 

differential equations (20), yields the following 

relationships (the i superscripts have been dropped): 

-»*• Ccs dw'# ) — GU —* J 

and 

J_ J~L C3 + C ~~ ~ 0*0 )') =■ O 
U 

(27) 
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C + (Zy ) -j- Cu^ C g — £) 

-CX. ^~h C~~ cu0)) c2 =- 0 * 

The equations for C*J3 can then be written as 

uJs-(~tu— tuj) f=jX O 

iz 
u;3 

O à* 

é*■ = o 
(28) 

which has solutions: 

<** = ©, V0*-<*î+~Tt. (29) 

Using equations (27) we can solve for the other in 

terms of as3 and relate the time-independent coefficients to 

each other. The coefficients Cn are then solved for in 

terms of the initial values of the QnCt). The polarization 
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expression in equations (24) can then be written in terms of 

the initial values of the time-dependent coefficients, Qn Co), 

The rf phase is then averaged over all possible values which 

results in setting all the phase-dependent terms to zero. 

The resulting expression for the low frequency 

components of the time-dependent polarization is: 

The initial muon spin polarization, P(0), is along the beam 

axis. The electron's initial orientation is random. The 

initial random orientation of the electron spin may be 

specified by two parameters that represent the spherical 

polar angles for the spin orientation. After calculation of 

P(t), the results can be averaged over all possible values 

where 

CJ> — C*sc 

-/2- 
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of the electron spin parameters to account for their random 

character. The resulting value for P(t) is: 

'/>[ C / 
z ,2 

/ feu — 

e + 

If the rf field is applied on resonance, - OJ0 and z = 

0. The low frequency time-dependent polarization then 

simplifies to: 

i C CO 

Cco-JTL ) t 

(32) 

The main characteristics of the low frequency DEMUR 

spectrum for H, << H0, with the rf field on resonance, are 

readily apparent. The spectrum will consist of three 

frequency components, the first and third components 

separated from the center one by a splitting of = JX , 
where 

si = ft faVuH). (33) 
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The amplitudes will have a ratio of 1:2:1 with the center 

line being the largest. These characteristics can be seen 

in the spectrum in figure 6 in the results section (page 38) 

which was taken at an rf field not large enough to cause 

drastic distortions in the spectrum. 

Although the results of this calculation seem accurate 

for low frequency DEMUR with H| << He, there are major 

discrepancies at larger ratios of H, / H0 . At larger 

relative values of H, , the terms neglected according to the 

criteria of equation (18) become significant and the 

approximations made are no longer valid. There are several 

higher order effects due to a large alternating field 

(relative to the dc field) that have been observed in 

magnetic resonance, and which are not predicted in this 

calculation. These include the Bloch-Seigert shift and 

multi-quantum transitions. A variety of calculational 

techniques have been developed to treat these phenomena with 

semiclassical theory.[10,11,24,25] As yet, none of these 

techniques have been applied to low frequency DEMUR. Two 

possible approaches for theoretically investigating higher 

order effects in DEMUR will be briefly described. 

The transformation to a rotating coordinate system has 

already been mentioned as a common technique for solving 

magnetic resonance problems. For the presence of a 

rotating, rather than an alternating, rf field, the method 

yields results identical to the ones already obtained. 
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However, for the case of a large alternating field, the 

rotating coordinate transformation is inaccurate. Pegg and 

Series have developed a method of successive coordinate 

transformations that enable one to solve for the higher 

order effects of an alternating field.[26,27] For the DEMUR 

field configuration that we have been discussing, the rf 

field is decomposed into two counter-rotating components. 

The hamiltonian for the system can be transformed to a 

coordinate system rotating with one of the rf field 

components at frequency u> . The normal procedure at this 

point is to ignore the counter-rotating component at 2tv and 

proceed to the solution for the now time-independent 

Hamiltonian. The method of Pegg and Series consists of a 

further coordinate transformation that makes the counter¬ 

rotating component stationary in the new frame and a 

transformation that positions the static effective field 

parallel to the z axis. The remaining rotating component 

at 2 ^ is treated as a rotating wave misaligned with respect 

to the static field. The misaligned rotating field in this 

reference frame produces a series of field harmonics 

resonsible for multi-quantum transitions.[26] In addition to 

the frequencies for multi-quantum transitions, the technique 

is applicable to the calculation of transition probabilities 

and the Bloch-Seigert shift. Application of this technique 

to the DEMUR problem may be possible. 

Another technique that shows promise of describing some 
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of the higher order effects possible in DEMUR has been 

developed by Prof. Estle. [28] It is essentially an 

extension of the approach in the theory presented earlier on 

low frequency DEMUR in which the coupled differential 

equations resulting from the time-dependent Schroedinger 

equation are solved directly. In this treatment, the full 

differential equations are employed and no terms are 

neglected as they are in the earlier treatment, according to 

the criteria of equation (18). The time-dependent 

coefficients are written in the form of infinite Fourier 

series with time-independent coefficients of the form 

By substituting into the differential equations (17), a set 

of identical equations for each value of i can be obtained. 

From this infinite set of equations it is possible to 

construct an infinite determinantal eigenvalue equation. 

The determinant can then be truncated and solved to the 

desired order for the precessional frequencies (eigenvalues) 

of the spin system. The elements of the determinant have 

phase-dependencies that make it difficult to solve for the 

eigenfunctions of the system. Without the eigenfunctions, 

the polarization amplitudes of the precessional frequencies 

cannot be determined. The technique does give information 

on the precessional frequencies that are possible in a DEMUR 

(34) 
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experiment. The partial results of such a calculation for a 

free muon in an alternating field are shown in figure 4. 

This technique has not yet been applied to the more complex 

problem of DEMUR. 
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Figure 4. Plot of precessional frequencies for a muon 

in perpendicular static and linearly polarized rf fields. 

The abscissa is the applied rf frequency divided by the 

resonance frequency. The resonance frequency in the pre- 

cessional frequency in the static field alone. 



EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

This experiment was performed. at the Clinton P. 

Anderson Meson Physics Facility of the Los Alamos National 

Laboratory. It was performed in the Stopped Muon Channel 

with a positive muon beam spin-polarized along the muon 

momentum direction. A transverse horizontal magnetic field 

of five gauss was produced by a pair of Helmholtz coils. 

Four counter telescopes were used to monitor the 

positron emission. These consisted of two scintillation 

detectors in coincidence for each telescope. The counter 

telescopes were arranged symmetrically about the static 

magnetic field axisr two oriented along a vertical axis and 

two along the beam axis. The telescope configuration is 

illustrated in figure 5. The two telescopes positioned 

along the vertical axis are designated the U (up) and D 

(down) counters. The other two telescopes, positioned along 

the beam axis, are designated the F (front) and B (back) 

telescopes. 

Additional counters were located along the beam axis to 

detect entering muons. Those counters are represented by 

the M, BE and BF counters in the figure. There are several 

kinds of events detected by various combinations of the 

detectors that are rejected by the apparatus" counting logic 

as bad events. 
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ÏÏ 

Figure 5. Schematic of the counter configuration for low 

frequency DEMUR. The U,D,F and B telescopes are positron 

detecting telescopes. The M,BE and BF counters are in anti 

coincidence with the telescopes to detect muon stops in the 

sample, S. 
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An entering muon must trigger the BF, BE and M 

counters, but not the inner F, U, and D counters, in order 

to be accepted by the counting logic as a muon stop. A 

valid muon stop will start a clock which is a time to analog 

converter (TAC). The TAC produces an output voltage that 

rises linearly (in principle) with increasing time after its 

actuation. If a positron is detected in one of the four 

counter telescopes, the TAC is stopped and the output is 

digitized and binned into a time channel for the 

appropriate histogram, and the TAC reset to zero. If more 

than one counter telescope detects a particle, it is 

considered a background event and rejected. If no positron 

emission is detected after a preset interval, the TAC is 

reset and the process repeated. If a second muon stop 

occurs before a positron telescope event or the TAC is 

reset, both it and the previous muon stops are rejected and 

the TAC is reset. This sequence minimizes the number of 

background counts accepted by the apparatus and insures that 

data is taken essentially one muon at a time. In this way 

each muon stop can be associated with its decay positron. 

The four histograms recorded in an experiment consisted of 

4096 channels with about one nanosecond per channel. 

A linearly polarized radio frequency field was provided 

by a 20 turn solenoid mounted coaxially with the beam and 

sample axis. The sample was positioned inside the solenoid. 

The solenoid was connected to an air variable capacitor and 
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inductively coupled to a primary coil which was series tuned 

by means of another capacitor to the transmission line 

impedence. The circuit was tuned for resonance at a seven 

megahertz driving frequency. The rf signal was provided by 

an rf oscillator that was frequency locked to a quartz 

crystal time base. The signal was amplified by a broadband 

40 watt amplifier. The rf field strength near the solenoid 

was monitored by a small pickup coil and rectifier connected 

to a voltmeter. This allowed the rf field to be kept at a 

constant value throughout a run. The sample, coils and 

tuning elements were mounted inside a Faraday cage to 

provide some isolation of the rf fields. The apparatus was 

inside the counter array at the normal position for a^SR 

sample. 

No attempt was made to monitor or lock the rf phase 

relative to the muon stops. Data were taken at several 

values of the rf field. Since it was not possible to 

measure the amplitude of the rf field directly, the field 

values were determined by comparison of the splitting of the 

^SR lines in the DEMUR spectra to the splitting predicted by 

the RWA theory for DEMUR. The upper limit on the rf field 

values obtainable was determined by the high voltages 

produced in the circuit when tuned to resonance and the 

breakdown voltage of the air-variable capacitor in the 

secondary coil circuit. 
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The sample was a cylinder of fused quartz, 2.5 cm long 

and 3.2 cm in diameter. Fused quartz was chosen because of 

its large rate of muonium formation, the isotropic hyperfine 

parameter for the muonium formed and the low relaxation 

rate. 

The data from each histogram were analyzed both by 

fitting a function to the time-differential data and by 

Fourier transformation of the data. The least squares fit 

was to a function containing up to five frequency 

components, as well as amplitude, phase and depolarization 

rate for each frequency and a background term. 



RESULTS 

The data for this experiment were obtained in the form 

of 20 time-differential histograms, each one associated with 

one of four differently positioned positron telescopes and 

one of five different rf field amplitudes (from 0 to 10.2 

gauss) . 

The histograms typically contained between one and 

three million muon decay events each. A total of five 

experimental runs were made at different values of the rf 

field. For all of the runs, the static field, perpendicular 

to the beam axis, was maintained at a constant value of five 

gauss. The rf field, parallel to the beam axis, was varied 

between 0 and 10.2 gauss in steps of about three gauss. As 

mentioned before, the rf field values are only approximate 

values determined from comparison with the RWA DEMUR theory. 

The data were analyzed by Fourier transformation and by 

least-squares fitting. Several of the Fourier transforms 

are presented in this section in the form of Fourier power 

spectra to give a graphic description of some of the effects 

observed in this experiment. All of the numerical values 

quoted are from least-squares fits. Each of the histograms 

was originally fitted individually. When two or more 

histograms are combined, the values obtained from the fits 

are averages for the individual histograms, weighted by the 

errors calculated for each histogram fit. The error values 

given in all cases are plus or minus one standard deviation 

from the fitted parameters. A table of the fits is given on 
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page 37. The frequencies are averaged for all four 

histograms, and the amplitudes are presented in pairs that 

correspond to orthogonal axes. 

The normal observed muonium signal in fused quartz is a 

two frequency spectrum. At a static field of five gauss, 

the two frequencies are nearly degenerate and only a single 

frequency is observed at about seven megahertz. 

With an applied seven megahertz rf field of 3.1 gauss 

amplitude, a symmetric splitting of the single line into 

three components centered on seven megahertz is observed. 

Both the frequencies and the amplitudes of the three lines 

are symmetric about the central seven megahertz line as 

predicted by the low frequency DEMUR theory in equation 

(32). A Fourier transform of one of the histograms with a 

3.1 gauss rf field is shown in figure 6. 

When the rf field is increased to approximately 5.9 

gauss, the frequencies of the three observed lines are still 

symmetrically split about the central seven megahertz line. 

However, the amplitude of the lower frequency (2.87 MHz) 

line shows a directional-dependence. The amplitude of the 

low frequency line from the histograms taken by the F and B 

positron telescopes is much larger than that from the U and 

D telescopes, which are along an orthogonal axis. This is 

evident in both the Fourier transforms and the fits. In 

addition, the highest frequency line is reduced in amplitude 

relative to the other two lines in both sets of telescopes. 
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Figure 6. Fourier power spectrum of histogram U for 

muonium in fused quartz with a linearly polarized rf 

field of amplitude ~ 3.1 gauss. The abscissa is frequency 

in MHz. 
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Both the directionally-dependent asymmetry in the low 

frequency line and the loss of amplitude in the high 

frequency line are in disagreement with the results of the 

RWA DEMUR theory. 

The data taken with an 8.8 gauss rf field indicate even 

greater effects, due to the strength of the alternating 

field, which is now substantially larger than the static dc 

field. The lower frequency line at 0.82 MHz has much larger 

amplitude in the F and B telescopes than in the U and D 

telescopes. The seven megahertz line has lower amplitude 

for the F and B telescopes than for the U and D telescopes. 

The higher frequency line is greatly reduced, compared to 

the low frequency line, in both sets of histograms. These 

effects are strikingly different from the predictions of the 

low frequency DEMUR theory with the rf field applied on 

resonance with the seven megahertz signal. Figures 7a 

and 7b show these effects in the Fourier power spectra for 

the U telescope and the F telescope respectively at the 8.8 

gauss rf field. 

The final data set was taken with a 10.2 gauss rf 

field. The spectra of this data were extremely 

asymmetrical. Only the low frequency (0.16 MHz) line could 

be fit in the histograms from the F and B telescopes. The 

third, high frequency, line was not observed in either 

spectrum. 

An interesting trend apparent when comparing the fits 
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Figures 7a and 7b. Fourier power spectra of histograms F 

(7a) and U (7b) for muonium in fused quartz with a linear¬ 

ly polarized rf field of amplitude'5' 8.8 gauss. The abs¬ 

cissa is frequency in MHz. The scale of the ordinates dif¬ 

fer by almost a factor of two. 
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for different rf values is the decrease at large rf field 

magnitudes in total amplitude of the three observed 

frequencies in both sets of counter telescopes, and the 

decrease in total amplitude of the lines in the U and D 

counters relative to the F and B counters. The decrease in 

total amplitude in all counters may indicate other 

unobserved structure in the spectrum that could not be 

discerned from the noise. 

In summary, the results of the experiment indicate 

marked departures of the observed three-line low frequency 

DEMUR spectra from the the results of the RWA DEMUR theory. 

The differences included directional-dependence of the 

amplitudes of the spectral lines that increased with 

increasing rf field and asymmetry in the amplitudes of lines 

in the spectra that appeared at large rf field magnitudes. 

Additionally, there was a decrease in total amplitude of the 

spectra at the largest rf fields. 



CONCLUSIONS 

This low frequency DEMUR experiment was an application 

of the DEMUR technique to the study of coherence effects for 

the muonium coupled spin system subject to static and 

oscillating magnetic fields of comparable magnitude. A 

linearly polarized rf field was applied on resonance with 

the single seven megahertz^/SR signal for muonium in fused 

quartz with a five gauss static field. For this initial 

investigation we only varied the rf field amplitude, not the 

frequency or polarization direction. Although this 

experiment was not capable of displaying all of effects seen 

in other magnetic resonance experiments with comparable 

static and rf fields, such as the Bloch-Seigert effect or 

multi-quantum transitions, some deviations from the 

predictions of the DEMUR theory were observed. Three 

significant departures from the DEMUR theory were observed. 

One was the directional-dependence of the amplitudes of the 

three frequency components in the spectra. This effect 

increased with increasing intensity of the rf field. The 

second deviation was a significant asymmetry in the 

amplitudes of the lines in a spectrum, that also increased 

with increasing rf field. The third departure was the drop 

in total amplitude of the three lines for high rf fields. 

This effect could be a possible indication of unobserved 

structure in the DEMUR spectra. 
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Since this was only an initial exploration of low 

frequency DEMUR and since there is no theory that can 

adequately treat the experimental conditions, it is 

difficult to assess the significance of these observations 

and the capability of this technique to increase our 

understanding of the interaction of electromagnetic fields 

with matter. However, it is hoped that it can become a 

useful tool for supplementing fundamental studies of the 

interaction of coupled spin systems with magnetic fields in 

other forms of magnetic resonance and spectroscopy. An 

important step in that direction would be detection of 

effects, like multi-quantum transitions, that have already 

been seen in other methods for comparable static and 

oscillating field magnitudes. Another more important step 

would be development of a theory in qualitative, and 

hopefully, quantitative agreement with the experimental 

results. 

In the mean time, there are several further experiments 

that can complement these observations. More data needs to 

be collected (with more counts per histogram) at 

intermediate rf field values to study the region in which 

the RWA theory starts to fail. The rf field polarization 

direction can be changed relative to the counter telescopes 

and the static field, to further investigate the directional- 

dependence that has already been observed. The actual rf 

field magnitudes need to be known with some accuracy. The 
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present technique of estimating the field strength from 

comparison with the approximate DEMUR theory was adequate 

for an exploratory experiment, but not for developing a 

quantitative understanding. Finally, the effects of moving 

the rf frequency off resonance may be of interest, 

particularly as a means of searching for a Bloch-Seigert 

effect and multi- -quantum transitions at various field 

magnitudes. 
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